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The only, and I repeat with specificity and with absolute soberness; the only way Western civilization survives this latest surge, is to expel 

every single Muslim back to the Arabian Penninsula. Raze their Mosques, burn every single vestige, page and digital evidence of its exist-
ence. Eliminate the scourge, salt the fields, outlaw the very mention of the name. — USMCWarrior on blogspot John Bernard 
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I’ll Take More Russian Collusion with that, Please 

Call me if I can help.  1-207-956-0819. 

I was pleasantly surprised yesterday to discover on my Amazon Prime account a movie called T-34.  It’s about 

WWII Tanks.  Well, not really tanks so much.  It’s really about the men — and women — who fought in them. 

After my wife’s surgery early yesterday morning I took her to her favorite local omelet place in Mayberry.  They 

talk North Carolina southern there.  It’s nearly English.  Brenda’s served up their usual delicious western delicacy.  

Annoyingly they had MSNBC playing loudly on the flat screen propaganda machine that was bolted into the ceil-

ing. It boomed out the kabuki impeachment vote in DC followed by the most inane and ridiculous commentary I’ve 

ever heard.  It made me so mad I forced my wife to drown in her orange juice before rushing her out the door. 

It’s hard to imagine anybody could be so stupid but demoncrats really believe that Russia is still America’s enemy.  

They spent three years dreaming they could unseat Orangeman using a fake intelligence report that imagined King 

Trump in a Russian brothel.  Now they’re trying to impeach him based on a fake phone call involving Russia’s 

neighbor, Ukraine.  Demonrats are revealing more about the Biden’s and Ukraine, and the fact that they are insane, 

than they are about the Trumpster. 

So then I get home and in the afternoon find this delicious movie served up in my smartphone Amazon Prime feed.  

I start playing it and realize I’m seeing all Russian names, titles etc.  My enthusiasm waned.  Then the movie start-

ed.  The audio was in English, but it was obvious English had been dubbed over Russian.  I concluded the movie 

must be a Russian flik. 

Drawn in by the superbly well crafted opening scene I settled in for the most hopeful ninety minute entertainment 

experience I’ve enjoyed in awhile.  The movie just kept getting better and better.  By the end I was joining with the 

tankers invoking the Lord’s Prayer.  The enemy attacked by God’s prayer in the film was Germany.  My enemy is 

Hollywood. 

But Hollywood, thankfully, has become it’s own worst enemy.  They’re “blockbusters” over the past two years are 

proving that movie moguls have become blockheads.  They care less about making profits than force feeding their 

political ideologies.  And people the world over are walking away.  It appears movie goers are ready to walk with 

Russia.  I sure will.  Especially if they keep producing stories like T-34.  It is classic drama.  Inspiring stuff. 
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The movie was released at the beginning of 2019.  It cost just ten million dollars.  It will make it’s actors, directors 

and producers popular and rich.  It is already the second highest grossing Russian film of all time. 

What makes it great would have been unremarkable in the West fifty years ago.  It is a classic tale about human 

virtues.  Even the enemy ends up righteous, in his own way. 

The Left in America and England is setting itself up for the most remarkable collapse in recent memory.  It won’t 

TRUMP the collapse of what Reagan called the evil empire — the Soviet Union.  But it will dramatically change 

Europe and America.  2020 is going to destroy what’s left of the Clinton Cabal. And it will significantly weaken the 

communist wing of the demonrat party. 

And after the Left collapses we must move quickly on to what Marine veteran John Bernard recommends in the 

quote at the beginning of this column.  America is not Islamic.  It is Christian, like Russia.  We will move ahead 

with our religion, or we will be judged … and destroyed.  That’s how the Left’s communist story ended in Russia.  

And that’s how it would have ended here. 

But it’s now obvious that America is NOT going to collapse into communism.  America is going to join with Rus-

sia in pushing the Muslims back to where they’re coming from — the Middle East.  And if the Jews want to exist as 

a porn-addicted nation in their midst then they can have at it.  America is discovering better things to do with her 

time and treasure — like be entertained and inspired by Russian movies! 

Amen. 

For a PDF version of each day’s column go to https://michaelheath.org/shield-of-faith  Please copy and distribute.  

Thanks for including this link in any published versions. 


